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BACKGROUND
Gastric residual volume (GRV) is routinely

used by hospital staff to assess the tolerance

of enteral nutrition (EN) in hospitalized

patients. The 2016 ASPEN guidelines does

not support automatic GRV monitoring as a

measure to assess tolerance or reduce risk of

complications.

GRV levels contribute to caloric deficits in

catabolic and often malnourished patients and

can lead to further decline in nutritional status.

Analyzing expenses related to automatic GRV

monitoring except when there are other signs

of intolerance of feedings such as abdominal

distention or nausea vomiting or in major

abdominal surgeries or lung transplants will

help better understand if nursing time and

cost of labor can be saved by eliminating or

reducing the frequency of checking GRV.

METHODS
Nursing surveys, nursing observations and

information from the Electronic Medical Record

were used to collect data. Data was then

compiled to an Excel spreadsheet for analysis.

Nursing Survey 

A twelve question survey and consent form was

administered to 10 ICU and 10 medical floor

nurses to collect information about clinical

practice habits in checking GRV. Information

collected can be viewed to the right.

Nursing observation 

RNs were observed while checking residuals to

quantify actual time vs estimated time spent

checking GRV. They were asked to estimate

time typically spent checking GRV for one

patient. Time considered checking residuals

included time between washing hands and

clamping the tube. Time after clamping the tube

was excluded because RNs proceeded with

obligations in addition to checking residuals.

Electronic Medical Record (EMR)

A report was created using Medconnect EMR

to identify which patients received EN in

January 2017. Information from this repot was

used to determine kcal density and method of

EN delivery. Patient identifiers from that report

were used to search medical records from

January to determine age, gender, estimated

calorie needs, days of tube feed, residual

volume aspirated, residual volume discarded,

calorie concentration, evidence and type of

intolerance.

RESULTS
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“We suggest that GRV’s not be used as part of

routine care to monitor ICU patients receiving EN”

“We suggest that, for those ICU’s where GRV’s are

still utilized, holding EN for GRV’s <500 mL in the

absence of other signs of intolerance should be

avoided.”

-ASPEN 2016 Guidelines

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Quantify the caloric deficit created from

discarding residuals

2. Quantify the total labor minutes spent

checking GRV

3. Quantify the total labor cost spent

checking GRV

Additional information

The average salary of an entry level RN at

Franklin Square was estimated using the

average of a salary range listed on

Glassdoor.com

Caloric Deficit: 

The 2016 ASPEN guidelines recommend that

patients at high nutritional risk or who are

severely malnourished should be advanced

toward goal to provide at least 80% of

estimated goal energy and protein needs to

achieve clinical benefit of EN within the first

week of hospitalization.

Discarding of residuals contributed to a total

1,763 kcal deficit for forty patients who received

EN in January 2017. Of those forty patients

who received EN, five patients were

documented with discarded residuals. If those

patients were receiving EN at goal, they were

meeting 95-99% of estimated kcal needs.

Therefore, patients were meeting the

recommended >80% of kcal needs even with

discarded residuals.

Labor Cost

An estimated $771.12 labor dollars were spent

checking GRV in the month of January. The

average estimated salary of an entry level RN

is $0.54 per minute. The average reported time

each RN spends checking GRV was 7 minutes.

If 1,428 minutes each month are spent

checking residuals and the average salary per

minute is $0.54, then $771.12 was spent

checking GRV in January. If the same amount

of labor dollars was spent checking residuals

for each month for twelve consecutive months,

then $9,252 labor dollars would be be spent

each year to check GRV.Labor Hours

An estimated 1,428 minutes were spent

checking GRV in January 2017 and a projected

17,136 minutes are spent checking GRV

between January 2017-December 2017.

Forty patients received EN for an accumulation

of 204 days. Nurses reported spending an

average of 7 minutes was spent checking GRV

per day. Labor hours were calculated by

multiplying the cumulative days patients

received EN (204) by the average number of

minutes spent checking residuals per day (7).

If 1,428 minutes are spent per month checking

GRV, and the same pattern persists each

twelve consecutive months for the 2017 year,

then a projected 17,136 minutes may be spent

each year checking GRV per year.

CONCLUSION

That being said, if patients do not meet EN at

goal then discarding residuals may prevent

patients from receiving >80% of kcal needs and

could contribute to nutritional decline. If the EN

ordered does not meet estimated kcal needs

then discarding residuals may lead to further

decline in nutritional status. Furthermore, it

must be considered that not all discarded

residuals may have been accounted for through

documentation. If that is the case then

discarding residuals may have had a larger

nutritional impact than data suggests.

Eliminating or reducing the frequency of

checking gastric residual volume can reduce

labor hours, labor cost and caloric deficit in

hospitalized patients. Checking GRV

contributed to 1,428 minutes spent, $771.12 in

labor costs and a total 1,763kcal deficit. By

eliminating or reducing the practice of checking

GRV, hospitals can more efficiently use time,

money and increase the nutritional status of

patients. More research is needed to further

analyze the economic and nutritional impact of

GRV checking and to provide evidence to

support ASPENs 2016 guidelines that no

longer support routine checking of GRV to

measure tolerance of EN.
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Costs per patient per day to Check Residuals in 

January 2016

$19.28  per patient per month 

7 minutes per day per patient receiving EN 

Average 37kcal deficit per patient 


